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THE GEOMETRY AND TOPOLOGY OF

TORIC HYPERKÄHLER MANIFOLDS

ROGER BIELAWSKI & ANDREW S. DANCER1

ABSTRACT. We study hyperkähler manifolds that can be obtained as hyperkähler
quotients of Rat quaternionie space by tori, and in particular, their relation to toric
varieties and Delzant polytapes. When smooth, these hyperkähler quotients are com
plete. We also show that for smooth projeetive torie varieties X the cotangent bundle
of X carries a hyperkähler metric, which is eomplete only if X is a product of projee
tive spaces. We identify the homotopy type of our hyperkähler manifolds as that of a
union of compact toric varieties intersecting along toric subvarieties. We give explicit
formulas for the hyperkähler metric and its Kähler potential.

A 4n-dimensional manifold is hyperkähler if it possesses a Riemannian metric g

which is Kähler with rcspect to three complex structures J1, J2 , J3 satisfying the

quaternionic relations J1J2 = -J2 J1 = J3 etc. To date the most powerful technique

for constructing such manifolds is the hyperkähler quotient method of Hitchin, Karl

hede, Lindström and Rocek [HKLR]. The power of this method lies in the fact that

a flat hyperkähler space may have highly nontrivial quotients.

In this paper we sha11 make a detailed study of a class of hyperkähler quotients

of flat quaternionic space lBId by subtori of T d . The geometry of these spaces turns

out to be closely connected with the theory of tone vaneties, that is, varieties of

complex dimension n admitting an action of (c*)n with an open dense orbit. The

toric varieties we sha11 be concerned with have a Kähler metric preserved by the

action of T n ::; (C·) n .

If 4n is the dimension of our hyperkähler quotient there is an isometrie action of

T n which is holomorphic with rcspect to a11 the complex structures. We sha11 refer

to our manifolds as tone hyperkähler manifolds (cf. [GoI]).

We sha11 study various topological anel metric properties of toric hyperkähler man

ifolds. First we give neccssary anel sufficient conditions for a hyperkähler quotient

M of quaternionie space by our torus actions to be smooth (Theorem 3.2) or an

orbifold (Theorem 3.3). When smooth, M is complete as a llicmannian manifold.

We show that the hyperkähler moment lnap cP for the induced torus action on M

is a fiber connected surjection onto IR3n (this can be viewed as an analogue of the
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i,(:

eonvexity theorem for eompaet torie varieties). We a.lso explain how to read off the

singular orbits and fixed points of the Tn action fron1 the image of <P (Theorem 3.1).

Our diseussion is influeneed by the work of Delzant [De] and Guillemin

[Gul],[Gu2], who have shown that a large dass of torie varieties ean be obtained

as Kähler quotients of t[;i by subtori of T d . A guiding prineiple of our work is that,

while a eompaet Kähler torie variety is determined by a eonvex polytope, a eomplete

torie hyperkähler orbifold is determined by an arrangement 0/ hyperplanes.

In section 4 we discuss how the existenee of a large family of cOlnpact 3-Sasakian

manifolds found by Boyer, Galicki and Mann [BGM 1,3] ean be read off from our

results.

In seetion 5 we show that the generie eOlllplex strueture of a torie hyperkäWer

orbifold is that of an affine variety (Theoren1 5.1). In seetion 6 we discuss the

topology of torie hyperkähler orbifolds M. We show that it depends only the torus

used to obtain M and not on the moment lllap (Theorem 6.1). We identify the

homotopy type of torie hyperkähler orbifolds as that of a union of finitely many

torie varieties interseeting along torie subvaricties (Theorem 6.5). These two results

yield homotopy equivalenees between eertain proj eetive varieties (Corollary 6.13).

We give a formula for the Betti numbers for a dass of torie hyperkähler orbifolds in

terms of the Newton polytopes of these varieties.

If X is a torie variety arising from Delzant's eonstruction, we show in seetion 7 that

the eotangent bundle T* X carries a natural hyperkähler lnetric whose restrietion to

the zero section is the Kähler metrie on X. This hyperkähler metric is complete

only when X is a product of projeetive spaces. We also discuss when the metric on

T* X ean be smoothly completed.

The last two sections deal with the Kähler geonlctry of our manifolds. We give

an explicit formula for the Kähler form (Theorem 8.3), generalizing the formula of

Guillemin [Gu1] for eompact torie varieties. We also give an explieit deseription of

the Riemannian metrie (Theorem 9.1), whieh eorresponds to finding a solution of

generalized Bogomolny equations of Pedersen and Poon [PP].

Finally, in the Appendix, we show that the Betti numbers of a certain dass of

spaces admitting a deeomposition into a union of torie varieties admit a deserip

tion not mueh more complieated than that of torie varieties. Many of our torie

hyperkähler orbifolds are topologieally equivalent to such spaees.

Let us remark here that a partieular c1ass of our lnanifolds was studied by Goto

[GoI] (see Remark 3.6). Even for this dass our point of view is different from Goto's

as wc particularly stress thc relation with algcbraic torie varieties. There is also

some relation with the work of Nakajhna [Na] (see R.cnlark 3.6).
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1. MOMENT MAPS, KÄHLER AND HYPERKÄHLER QUOTIENTS

Let (M2n
1 w) be a synlplectic manifold and suppose that w is invariant under an

action of a Lie group G. An equivariant lllap fL from M t.o the dual of the Lie algebra

of G is called a moment map if it satisfies

(1.1) (dfL(V) , p) = w(Xp , v),

where v E TM, p E g and X p is the corresponding Halniltonian vector field. If tL

exists, we say the action on M is HamiItonian. Condition (1.1) and the equivariance

requirelnent determine fL up to addition of a constaut in the center of g"'. If thc

action of G on fL -1 (0) has finite stabilizers then 0 is a regular value and IL -1 (0)

is smooth. If furthermore thc action of G on tL- 1 (O) is free and G is compact,

then tL- 1 (O)/G is a smooth symplectic manifold. If M is Kähler, so is the quotient

tL- 1(O)/G. Moreover, if G is cOlnpact and the Kähler mctric on M is complete, then

the quotient metric is also conlplete. If we assuIlle that the action of G extends to an

action of the complexified group GC , then a theorem of Kirwan [Ki1] says that the

symplectic quotient tl-I (0) / G coincides with thc quotient M min / Ge. Here Mmin is

the open set of points in M whose paths of stecpest descent uuder the function 11 tL 1I 2

have limit points in J.L -1 (0), thc norm being given by a biinvariant inner product on

g.

A modification of the Kähler quotient construction applies to hyperkähler mani

folds and was developed in [HKLR]. In this case each cOlnplex structure Ji gives a

Kähler form Wi and, in l11any cases, a moment Illap tii. If our group G is compact

and acts freely on the common zero set of these mOlllent maps, then the quotient

by G of this zero set is a hypcrkähler lllanifolcl. This eau be seen by considering

w = W2 + AW3 which is a holomorphic-symplectic fonn with respect to the COffi

plex structure J1 . Similarily the map tL+ = tL2 +AfL3 is holonlorpmc with respect

to J1 (it is actually the moment map corresponding to the action of GC and the

form w) and so the zero set of tL+ is Kähler. Thc hyperkähler quotient is the Kählcr

quotient of 1L::t 1 (O) by G. Once luore, if G is cornpact and M is COIllplete, then the

hyperkähler quotient is complete.

2. TORIC VARIETIES

In this section we shall givc a quick overvicw of Kähler quotients of «:d by tori

and in particular of Delzant 's construction of ccrtain torie varieties from polytopes

[De]. We follow the exposition of Guillemin [Gul],[Gu2].

The real torus T d = {(h l ••• ,td) E Cd : Iti I= l} acts diagonally on ~ preserving

the Hat Kähler metric whose Kähler form is

yCI d

(2.1) -2- L dZk /\ rlzk .

k=l
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The moment map for this action is

(2.2)

where the ei are the standard basis vectors of lRd anel cis an arbitrary eonstant in lRd .

If N is a subtorus of T d whose Lie algebra n C }Rd is generatecl by rational vectors,

then we eau perform the Kähler quotient cOllstruetion with respeet to N. Such

a subtorus is determined by a collection of nonzero vectors {Ul,' .. ,Ud} (which we

shall always take to be primitive) generating zn. For then we obtain exact sequences

of vector spaces

(2.3)

(2.4)

o

o

---4) n

ß· ) lRd 1 • ) n*

---+) 0,

---4) 0,

where the map ß sends Ci to Ui. There is a corrcsponcling exact sequence of groups

(2.5)

In order to obtain a snlooth Kähler quotient one has to nlake certain assumptions

on N. We will not discuss these in full gCllerality (but see below for the case when the

Ui come from a polytope). In the next section we shall give necessary anel sufficient

conditions for the corresponding hyperkähler quotient to be smooth.

The torus N acts on Cd preserving the Kählcr fornl (2.1), anel the moment map

for N is, from (2.2) l

(2.6)

where ak = z*(ek)' The constant c is of the fonn

(2.7)

for some scalars Al, ... ,Ak E IR. If 0 is a regular value of the mOlllcnt map (2.6), we

obtain a smooth Kähler quotient X = /l--l(O)/N which is a torie variety. The torus

Ttl = T d / N of (2.5) acts on X in a Hamiltonian fashion and, when X is compact,

the image of the induccd monlent map X -+ }Rn is a convex polytope ~ called the

Delzant polytope of X. (Note that its vertiees are not required to He on an integer

lattice anel in this respect thc Delzant polytopc differs from the Newton polytope of

algebraic torie varieties).
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In fact, Delzant [De] has shown that this construction produces all compact con

nected symplectic manifolds of dimension 211. with an effective Hamiltonian action

of T n . We first observe that if X is such a Inanifold then thc iInage of the moment

map for the torus action is a convex polytopc .6. in r. Delzant proves that there

are precisely 11. edges meeting at each vertex of .6. (that is, .6. is simple), and that

the directions of these 11. edges are given by a Z-basis of zn. Now .6. is defined by a

system of inequalities of the form

(2.8) (i = 1, ... ,d),

where Ui is the inward-pointing normal vector to the i-th (11. - l)-dimensional face

of .6., and d is the number of (11. - l)-dimensional faces. We can now consider the

KäWer quotient construction, described above, where the vectors Ui and the scalars

Ai are the ones occuring in (2.8). It turns out that X is just thc resulting Kähler

quotient, so is in fact a toric variety with a Kähler metric preservcd by Tn :::; (c*)n.
This action is just thc original torus action given on X. Conversely, any smooth

compact toric variety with a Kähler Iuetric invariant under Ttl :::; (c·)n is simply

connected [Fu]. The T n action is therefore HaIniltonian and thc toric variety comes

froIn Delzant 's construction.

The Kähler quotient X = Jl.-l(O)/N can be identified as follows with the quotient

of an open subset (et)min of Cd by the complcxified torus Ne. Every orbit in e:t
of the complexified torus (Td)C is of the fornl

(2.9)

for some multi-index 1 = (it, ... ,ir), 1 ::; i l < ... < i r :::; d (we allow r = 0). If F

is a face of .6. of codimension r, then F is dcfined by replacing the inequalities of

(2.8) by equalities for i belonging to the complelnent of SOIne nlulti-index 1 of length

d - r. If we let C} = Ci then the set

(2.10)

is open and equal to (Cd) min, so X is biholoillorphic to Ci /Ne. (Note that to be

consistent with the notation later in this paper our definition of C1 is dual to that

of Guillemin [Gu1],[Gu2]).

Example 2.1. Consider the following 11. + 1 vectors in lRu
: Ui = ei, 1::; i :::; 11., and

U n +l = -(eI + ... + e»). For any negative scalars All .. ' ,An+ll the polytope .6.

defined by (2.8) is similar to the standard sitnplex in Rn (see Fig.1 for n = 2). Here

Ci = (;1+1 - {O} and Ne is the diagonal C* , so X is cpn .



Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 4.

Cp2

Fig. 6.
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Example 2.2. In this example the vectors '/Li are not detennined by a polytope.

We take Ul = -eI, U2 = U3 = el in IR anel Al = -1,"\2 = ! and A3 = O. This

time n is spanned by (1,1,0) and (1,0,1) and thc zero set of the lnoment map (2.6)

is described by the equations: IZl12 + jZ212 = 1, -IZ212 + IZ3j2 = 1. In this case

(Cd)min = (C2 - {O}) x C· and X is Cpl.

This last example bccomes highly nontrivial in thc hyperkähler setting.

Let us notice that, if we fix UI, ... ,Ud, the resulting variety still depends on

the choice of the mOlnent lnap, that is, on the scalars Al, ... , Ad. In particular

the topology of the quotient will change when we pass tluough a critical value c,

where c is given by (2.7). The change in topology corrcsponds to a proper birational

morphism of the toric varieties ([Od,Gu1]).

Example 2.3. Consider the vectors Ul = eI, 1L2 = C2, U3 = -eI, U4 = -eI - e2

in}R2 (see Fig.2). If A3 > A2 + V2A4' then the polytope 6. is a trapezoid and the

corresponding surface X is IP(O EB 0(1)), the (equivariant) blow-up of Cp2 at one

point [Au]. If, however, A3 < A2 + V2A4' then 6. is just an isosceles right triangle,

and so, by Example 2.1, X is CP2.

Example 2.4. In the previous example, let us instead take U4 = -ael - e2 for sorne

positive integer a. This time, for sufficiently large A3, the corresponding surface is

the Hirzebruch surface IP(O EB O(a)). Moving the line orthogonal to U3 beyond the

intersection point of Hues orthogonal to U2 anel 'lL4 corresponds to blowing down the

divisor D with D .D = -a. The blown-down surface is the weighted projective space

Cp2 (1, I, a), which is nonsingular only for a = 1.

A toric variety is also determined by a fan :F, that is, a collection of rational

strongly convex polyheelral cones in Rn such that each face of a cone in :F is also a

cone in :F and the intersection of two cones in :F is Cl. face of each [Fu]. A convex

polytope 6. described by (2.8) determines a fan :F as folIows: the cone {L:iEI tiui :

ti 2:: O} belongs to :F if anel only if thc (n - 1)-dimensional faces of 6. corresponding

to 'lLi, i E 1, rneet in ~. The passage from a polytope to the fan is equivalent to

forgetting the Kähler lnetric of X.

3. TORIC HYPERKÄHLER MANIFOLDS

We shall now discuss hyperkähler quotients of lHId by subtori of T d
•

The quaternionic vector space IHId is a Hat hypcrkähler lnanifolcl with complex struc

tures J1, J 2 , J3 given by right multiplication by i, j, k. The real torus T d acts on lHId

by left diagonal multiplication, preserving the hyperkähler structllre. If we choose

one complex strllctllrc, say J2 , anel identify IHId with Cl x et, then the action cau



be written as

(3.1)

TORIe HYPERKÄHLER MANIFOLDS

t . (z, w) = (t . Z, t- 1 . w).

7

On the other hand, taking the complex structure J1 idcntifies IHId with T·Cl, with

the natural torus action induced from that on Cd.

The three moment Inaps J-Lb J-L2, J-La corresponding to the cOlnplex structures can

be written as

(3.2a)

(3.2b)

d

ILdz, w) = ~ L (I ZkI 2
- IWkI 2

) ek + Cl,

k=l

d

(J-L2 + H,.La)(Z, w) = L(ZkWk)ek + c2 + Hca,
k=1

where Cl, c2, Ca are arbitrary constant vectors in IRd
. Notice, that unlike in the

Kähler case, the hyperkähler moment map (J-Lbl.L2, J-La) is surjective for any choice of

Cl, C2, Ca, and in fact gives a homeomorphism IHId /T d -t IRad
.

Now, let Ui (i = 1, ... ,d), define a subtorus N of T d by (2.3) aud (2.5). As before

we assume that the vectors 7J,i generate zn. Thc mOlllcnt maps for the action of N

are (cf. (2.6))

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

d

ILI(Z, w) = ~ L (I ZkI 2
- IWkI 2

) CYk + Cl

k=l

d

(/-l2 + HJ-La)(z, w) = L(ZkWk)ak + C2 + Hca.
k=l

The constants Cj are of the form

(3.3c)
d

Cj = LA{ak'
k=l

(j = 1,2,3).

where >..{ E lR. We shall adopt the notation

We shall denote thc hyperkählcr quotient IL- 1 (O)/N corresponding to 1! =

(Ul" .. ,Ud) alld ~ = (>"I, ... ,Ad) by M(1!, ~), or sOllletimes just M. It is a hy

perkähler stratified manifold [DS].
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It will be important to eonsider the hyperplanes in }Rn

(3.4) Ht = {y E}Rn ; (y,Uk) = A{}, (j = 1,2,3, k = 1, ... ,d)

and the eodimension 3 Hats (affine subspaees) in lR3n

(3.5)

It is these flats, rather than the interseetion of half-spaees as for toric varieties,

that determine thc structure of torie hyperkähler mallifolds.

The action of T n = Td/N on M(1!,)J preserves the hyperkähler structure and

gives rise to a hyperkähler moment map 1J = (rPl, cP2, rP3)' The following result

describes its essential properties.

Theorem 3.1. Let Ull ... ,Ud span zn and let Al, ... ,Ad E }R3. Then:

(i) The hyperkähler moment map cP : M -t }R3n for the action of T n defines a

homeomorphism M/Tn -t W n .

(ii) 1f x E ]R3n J then the Lie algebra of thc T n -stabiliser of a point in 4>-1 (x) is

spanned by the vectors Uk for which X E Hk.

Proo/. We claim that (z, w) is in the zero set of (3.3) if and only if there exist

a E ]Rn, b E cn such that

for k = 1, ... ,d. (The first inner product is eOlnplex). Indeed the complex equation

(3.3b) means that the real and imaginary parts of L:~=l (ZkWk + A~ + AA~)ek are

in Ker 1,*, which froIll (2.4) equals Imß*. Now

(3.7)
d

ß*(s) = 2:(8, 'lLk}ek,
k=l

yielding the first equation of (3.6). Thc same argunlent works for /LI'

As remarked after equation (3.2), the mOlIlent nutp for the action of T d on lHId

defines a homeomorphislll from IHId/T d onto IR3d . Since the yectors Uk generate ]Rn ,

(3.6) shows that the nlap (z, w) -t (a, b) gives a horneomorphisnl of the quotient

by T d of the zerO-set of (3.3) onto }R3n. We therefore obtain a hOIlleomorphism of

M/Tn anto IR3n . We see froIll (2.4) that (a, b) is thc value of 4> at the point in M

with representative (z, w), so we have proved (i).

The Tn-stabiliser of the point in M represented by (Zl w) is just the quotient of the

Td-stabiliser of (z, 'W) by the N-stabiliser of (z, 'W). Now Zk = 'Wk = 0 if and only

if both (a, Uk) = )..1 and (b, Uk) = )..% + A)..~, that is, if anel only if (a, b) E Hk'
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Therefore the Td-stabilizcr of (z, w) is the snbtorus of T d whose Lie algebra IS

generated by the vectors ek for which (a, b) E Hk. Part (ii) of the theorem now

follows from (2.3). 0

This result shows at Ollce that, even if Uk, Al define a polytope ~ by (2.8) corre

sponding to a toric variety X, wc cannot in general cxpcct our Inanifold M Ü!,~) to

be Tn-eqllivariantly diffeOlTIOrphic to T* X. We can see this by consiclering the fixed

points of T n on T* X. Fixed points on X correspond to the vcrtices of ß and are

therefore isolated. It follows that no nonzero tangent vcctor at such a fixed point is

fixed by the isotropy action, so thc ·set of fixed points of Tn on T* X is just thc set of

fixed points on X anel so is in one-to-one corresponelcnce with the vertices of ß. If,

however, some n faces of ~ corresponding to linearly independent Ui meet outside

ß, then we get additional fixed points of T n on M(]l, A).
We shall see in section 6 that M (Jl,~) is typically not hOllleomorphic to T* X,

even non-equivariantly.

We shall now give necessary anel sufficient conditions for J.L-l(O)/N to be smooth

or an orbifold. We shall assume that the flats Hk are distinct, i.c. (Uk' Ak) =F (u" A,)
for k =F l.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose we are given vectors 1Ll, ... ,Ud generating zn and elements

Al, ... ,Ad of IR3 su.ch that the fiats Hk are distinct. Then thc hyperkähler quotient

M(g,~) is smooth if and only if every n + 1 fiats among the Hk have empty inter

section and whenever some n fiats Hk!, . .. ,Hkn have nonempty intersection, then

the set {Uk t , ••• ,Ukn } is a Z-basis for zn.

Theorem 3.3. With assumptions of Theorern 3.2 M (:u:,~) is an orbifold, mith at

worst abelian quotient singularities, if and only if every 11 + 1 /lats among the Hk

have empty intersection.

Proof. (a). We begin by noting that if J is a maxhnal set of indices satisfying

nkEJ Hk =F 0, then the set {Uk : k E J} spans IRn
. For if t f/. J, then by maximality

nkEJU{t} Hk is elnpty, so Ut is in the span of {Hk: k E J}. As we always suppose

that the set of all Uk spans Rn, the clainl follows.

Now we consider the following stateInents:

1) for all X E ]R3n, the set {Uk : x E Hk} is apart of a Z-basis for zn,
2) for al1 X E lR3n , the set {Uk : x E Hk} is linearly independent

We claiIn that 1) is equivalent to the condition of Theoreln 3.2 and 2) to that

of Theorem 3.3. It is obvious that 1) and 2) hnply the respective conditiol1S. Con

versely, let x E lR3n and let I be the set of indices k such that x E Hk. Let J be a

maximal element of the set of indices containing I anel satisfying nkEJ Hk =F 0. By

the observation made at the beginning of thc proof, the set {Uk j k E J} spans ]Rn

and in particular #J 2:: n. The claim now easily folIows.
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(b). Next, we shall show that 1), 2) are equivalent to the action of N on the zero

level set of {L being free or locally free respectively.

Let (z,w) E {L-l(O) and let (a,b) E}Rn X Cu be 1J(z,w), as in (3.6). We also regard

(a, b) as a point x E lR3n in the obvious way. If I = {k : x E Hk}, we let JR.1 denote

the span of {ek : k E I}, and TI be the associated subtorus of T d. The proof of

Theorem 3.1(ii) shows that TI is the stabilizer of (z, w) for the T d action. Now notiee

that JR.j n n is nonzero if and only if ß has a nontrivial kerneion JR1, that is, if and

only if thc set {Uk : k E I} = {Uk : x E Hk} is not linearly independent. So this set

is linearly independent precisely when the stabilizer of (z, w) for the action of N is

finite. Suppose in this situation that N nTI is finite but nontrivial. This means that

there is a non-integral vcetor in Qi whose iInage under ß is an integral combination

of the Ui. Therefore we have an integral veetor of the form ~ ~kEI akuk, where

m ;::: 2, thc ak are relatively prime, and q is eopriIne to 7/1. This happens precisely

when the set {Uk : X E Hk} is not apart of a Z-basis.

Finally, we observe from 3.1(i) that any (a, b) X }Ru X Cu, and henee any x E IR3n ,

ean oecur in (3.6).

(c). The discussion of §1 shows that freeness or loeal freeness of the action of N

on /-L-1(0) imply that the quotient is smooth or an orbifold respeetively.

We shall now show the necessity of the condition of TheorClll 3.3. Suppose that

M(y,.d.) is an orbifold alld let J be a maximal set of indices satisfying nkEJ Hk i=- 0.
Therefore {Uk : k E J} spans Rn and nkEJ Hk is a point, say x.

FrOfi Theorenl 3.1 it follows that m = 1J-1 (x) is fixed by Tn. Since M is an

orbifold, it has a weH defined tangent space at m of the form JR4n Ir for same finite

linear group r, and pulling back to JR4n we obtain a linear representation of T n with

a finite kerneI. (The diInension of M must be 4n because of 3.1(i).) As the TU

action is hyperkähler, we see that we have the standard representation of TU as the

maximal torus in Sp(n).

Moreover some Tn-invariant neighbourhood of m is equivariantly diffeomorphic

to an invariant neighbourhood of zero in this representation. Theorem 3.1(ii) now

shows that #J :::; n, establishing thc necessity of the condition of Theorem 3.3.

In particular, if M is a nlanifold then the condition of 3.3 holds and hence the

action of N on /-L-l (0) is locally free, so as rnentioned in §1, the zero set of {L is

smooth. As the action of N is generically free, srnoothness of M now implies that

the action of N on {L-l(O) is free. FrOfi above, we have nüw shown the necessity of

the condition of Theorem 3.2. 0

Remark 3.4. It follows that for any fixed set of vectors 1Lk, the hyperkähler quotient

M (y,~) is an orbifold for a generic choice of vectors Ak. On the other hand, this

quotient is a manifold for a generic choice of vcctors Ak if and only if any set of

n independent vectors among the Ui is a Z-basis for ZU. Furthermore, if the latter
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condition is satisfied, then the set of Ak for which M(y,.6.) is singular has codimension

3 in IR3d and hence the set of Ak for which M(11,~) is regular is path-connected.

Therefore we expect thc topology of regular M (1f,~) to be independent of the vectors

Ak. We will show in section 6 that this is indeed the case.

TheoreIlls 3.1 and 3.3 imply

Corollary 3.5. Suppose that M(11,~) is an orbifold (with all Hk distinct). Then

(i) the set of fixed points for the action of T n is finite and in one-to-one cor

respondence with the set of intersection points 0/ 11, among the fiats Hk,

(k = 1, ... ,d).
(ii) The Tn-stabiliser of a point in f/J-l(x), x E IR3n , is the connected subgroup

of T n whose Lie algebra is spanned by the vectors Uk for which x E Hk.

If the condition .of TheoreIn 3.2 or Theorern 3.3 is satisfied, we shall refer to

M (11, t1) as a tone hyperkähler manifold or torie hyperkähler orbifold respectively.

In the former case it is a complete 4n-dimensional Rienlannian Inanifold with a

hyperkähler action of the torus T n = T d IN of (2.5). Let us remark that not all

hyperkähler manifolds with such an action cau be obtained by as a hyperkähler

quotient of IHId by a torus. An example is the Riemannian version of the Taub-NUT

metric [Ha], defined on jR4 or the higher-dimcnsional hyperkähler manifolds recently

constructed by Gibbons and Rychenkova [GR]. This is a consequence of the fact

that T d is not thc only Inaximal abelian group prescrving the hyperkähler structure

of lliId . There are also examples with infinite topological type, duc to Goto [Go2],

obtained as quotients of a quaternionic Hilbcrt space.

Remark 3.6. Goto [GoI] considers a special dass of hyperkähler quotients of IHId by

tori. In his case n = ml +m2+ ...+mk, d = n+k anel the 7Li are thc vectors ei ofthe

standard basis of}Rn together with the k vectors - L::~1 ei, Sj = ml +m2 +...+mj,

j = 1, ... ,k. For this dass of toric hyperkähler manifolds Goto obtains statements

essentially equivalent to Corollary 3.5 and Theorerns 3.2 and 6.5. On the other

hand, Nakajima [Na] studies very general propertics of a dass of quotients of flat

quaternionic spaces by unitary groups. In the abeliall case, his class of subtori of

T d
, while larger than that of Goto, is still quite special - when n = 2, for instance,

it does not indude tori froni Example 2.4 for a i= 0, l.

As examples of toric hyperkähler Inanifolds, consicler the hyperkähler quotients

corresponding to examples 2.1 and 2.2. In thc first case we obtain the Calabi metric

[Ca] on T*cpn, while thc second case yields an asymptotically locally Euclidean

metric on the resolution of thc Kleinian singularity (:2/Z3 . This metric has been

described in [GH],[HiJ,[Kr].

The following example illustrates the dependence of M(y,~) on the arrangement

of flats (3.5) and not on the intersection of half-spaces (2.8)
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Example 3.7. Let n = 2 and Ul = Cl, U2 = e2, U3 = -eI +e2. For negative sealars

Al, A2, A3 with A2 > Al +A3 the intersection of half-spaces (2.8) is illustrated in Figure

3. The corresponding torie variety is the line bundle 0(1) over Cpl. Now consider

the hyperkähler orbifold M(,!!,~) with the salne Uk and Al = Ak' A~ = A~ = O.

Figure 4 shows the hyperplanes H~ (k = 1,2,3). This is thc same hyperplane

arrangement as for the projective space Cp2 (see Fig. 1). In fact M(,!!,~) is T*Cp2

because the hyperkähler quotient of ffiI3 by N = {(t, -t, t) : t E SI} is the same as

thatby{(t,t,t): tESl
}.

4. COMPACT 3-SASAKIAN MANIFOLDS.

We shall briefiy discuss how the ideas of the previous sections can be used to

produee a large falnily of compact 3-Sasakian Inanifolds considered in [BGM1,2]. We

recall here that 3-Sasakian manifolds are a special dass of Einstein manifolds with

positive scalar curvature. Also, a 3-Sasakian I11anifold adnüts a locally free action of

Sp(l), and the quotient is a quaternionic Kähler orbifold. A Rielnannian manifold

(S, g) is 3-Sasakian if and only if the Riemannian cone C(S) = (IR+ x S, dr 2 + r 2g)

is hyperkähler.

Theorem 4.1. Let y:. = (Ul l '" ,Ud) be a collection 0/ vectors generating zn and

suppose that the Jollowing two conditions hold:

(i) every subset of'J1 with n elements is linearly 'independent;

(ii) every subset of'!! with less than n elements is apart 01 a Z-basis 0/ zn.
Then the hyperkähler quotient M(,!!, Q) is the RiernfLnnian cone over a compact 3

Sasakian manifold S = S(1!).

Proof. Let us first show that the only singularity of M (M, Q) is the point correspond

ing to z = w = O. From the proof of Theorem 3.2 it follows that (z, w) E Eid

will yield a singular point of M('!!l Q) precisely when there exists (a, b) E IRn x cn,
such that ZkWk = (b, Uk), IZkl 2

- IWkl2 = 2(a, Uk) for k = 1, ... ,d, and the set

{Uk; (b, Uk) = (a, Uk) = O} is not apart of a Z-basis of zn. ASSUluption (ii) means

that this can only happen if this set has at least n elClnents, hut assumption (i)

implies that in this case a = b = 0 and so Z = 'IlJ = O.

Now we recall that lHId is the Rieulannian cone over the standard sphere S4d-l

alld S4d-l is a 3-Sasakian lllanifold. The 3-Sasakian structure of S4d-l is given by

the right diagonal action of Sp(l) on lHId . Since wc have chosen all Ai to be zero,

the zerü-set of the mOlnent map (3.3) is invariant under thc action of both lR+ and

Sp(l). As the action of N comlnutes with that of IR+ , and as the only singularity is

at the origin, M(y:, Q) is a Riernannian cone over a 1nanifold S. The action of Sp(l)
also commutes with N , and induces an action on S defining a 3-Sasakian structure.

Finally S is compact since M(1!, Q) is cOlnplete (as a stratified ITlanifold) and the
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cone is complete only if its base iso This illlplies that S is complete and so compact

by Myers's theorem. Alternatively we could realize S as the 3-Sasakian quotient

[BGM2] of S4d-1. 0

Remark 4.2. UsuaHy the Sp(l) action on S = S(yJ has luany different orbit types

and so the quotient of S by Sp(1) is only a quaternionic-Kähler orbifold. It is

a manifold only when N is the drele acting diagonally on W+ 1 which gives the

homogenous quaternionic-Kähler lllanifold Gr2(cn+1).

Remark 4.9. The conditions of this theorClU are rarely compatible with those of

Theorem 3.2. In fact one cau show that if M(Jl,}J is a toric hyperkähler manifold

of dimension greater than 4 and the vectors 'U1, ... ,'Ud satisfy the conditions of

Theorem 4.1, then M(Jl,~) is either IHr or T*cpn.

Remark 4.4. For n = 1 the conditions of Theorcnl 4.1 are void. When n = 2 the

conditions are satisfied if each pair of the vectors Hk is lincarly independent and each

Uk has relatively prime coordinates. In this case the resulting quaternionic-KäWer

orbifold is 4-dinlensional anel its quaternionic-Kähler structure is invariant under the

action of T 2 •

5. COMPLEX STRUCTURES

We shaH now describe the generic cOlnplex strllcturc of our torie hyperkähler

orbifolds.

Theorem 5.1. Let M = M(1!,~) be a torie hyperkähler orbifold and suppose that

every n + 1 fiats H~ x HZ have empty intersection in IR2n
. Then M, equipped with

the complex strueture .11, is biholomorphic to the affine variety SpecA[W]~ where

W c <ed x c<l x cn is defined by the equations

(5.1) (k = 1, . . . ,d,),

and~ aets on ~ x Cd X cn by t· (z,w,b) = (t· z, t- 1 . w,b).

Proof. By (3.6), the variety W is precisely thc zero-set of thc complex moment

map (3.3b). We have to show that the action of tvC on W has at most discrete

stabilizers and that each Ne-orbit rneets the zero-set of the moruent map !-L1. This

will prove that the variety W is smooth (since W is the zero-set of the moment map

for the complex-symplcctic W- action) and that M, the Kähler quotient of W by

N, can be identified with the complex quotient W / Ne. The argument we use is a

slight modification of the onc used for the construction of torie varieties as Kähler

quotients (see [Gu2]).
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Let (z, w) E ~ X Cd. Then the image of thc NC-orbit of (z, w) under the moment

map J.Ll is the set

(5.2)

The proof of this is essentially the same as in (Gu2;Appendix 1]. The moment map

restricted to the orbit is given in our case by thc Legendrc transform of the function '

F : nC n IRd -t lR defined by

(5.3)

where ai, bi are positive constants. This is a strictly convcx function and all the

arguments of Guilletnin go through.

If (z, w) is a point of W then, from the proof of 3.1, we know that I::=1 (ZkWk +
"'% + A"'%)ek = ß* (b) for some b E.(;1. If for all k we have (b, Uk) ~ A% +A"'f,
then ZkWk is nonzero for an k and so the fun group (Tfl)C acts freely at (z, w). From

(5.2), as the vectors CYi span n*, the restriction of J.Ll to NC(z, w) is surjective.

On the other hand, if (b, Uk) = "'% + A'\~ prccisely when k E I, where I is same

multi-index, then ZkWk = 0 if and only if k E I. In particular thc stabiliser group

of (z, w) for the action of Ne is a subgroup of Tf. Since thc Hats Hf x H2, k E I,

now have nonempty intersection, the assumption of the theorem implies, as in the

proof of Theorem 3.3, that the vectors Uk, k E I, are independent. Therefore the

map ß sending ei to Ui lliust be injective on IR1 =Lie(T1 ). and, from (2.3),(2.4),

we see that n n IR1 = O. The analogous statmnent for cOlnplex vector spaces is

proved similarly, so the stabiliser for the N C action is discrete. We also see that

lRd = (lR1)..L + n..L = (IR1c) + n.L, and, since i* is just the orthogonal projection onto

n - n*, it follows that n* is spanned by the set {CYi; i tf. I}. Therefore, from (5.2),

J.Ll is still surjective on NC(z, w). This proves TheorCln 5.1. 0

Example 5.2. Consider the hyperkähler quotient corresponding to Example 2.1

with n = 1. The variety W is described by the two equations Zl Wl = b - VI and

Z2W2 = -b-V2, where Vk = "'~+A"'%. The assulllption ofTheorem 5.1 is satisfied

if VI =1= -V2· Eliminating b, we cau view W as the hypersurface in et with equation

ZI Wl + Z2W2 = T, where r ~ O. The ring of invariant polynomials for the action of

~ I'V C* is generated by ZlW2, Z2 1LJ l , ZI'Wl' Wc find that (M, J1 ) is biholomorphic

to the variety xy = z (r - z) whieh cau be viewcd eithcr as a semisitnpIe adjoint 01'bit

in 5((2, C) 01' the resolution of the Kleinian singularity C2/Z2. Sinülarily, for n > 1,

(M, J1 ) is biholomorphic to a seInisitnple adjoillt orbit. in 5((11, + 1, C).
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Our next task is to show how the vectors 11,1, .•• ,Ud E Rn and AI, ... ,Ad E R3

determine the topology of M (g, ~). First of all we have

Theorem 6.1. Suppose that M(g,~) and M(1!, ~/) are two tone hyperkähler orb

ifolds with the same choiee of veetors Ul, ... ,Ud. Then M (g,~) is homeomorphic to

M(!!,ll').

In other words thc homeomorphisIll type of M depencls only on the torus N anel

not on the moment map (3.3). Before proving this, let us establish a few related

facts.

Proposition 6.2. Let MÜh~) be a tone hyperkähler orbifold such that every n + 1

hyperplanes Hf have ernpty intersection. Then M (g,~) is dijJeornorphic to M (!!, "!l'),
where A~ = (AL 0, 0) for each k.

Pro0 f. Let us write M (A I, A2 , A3 ) for M (g, .!l). Applying TheoreIll 5.1 with respect to

the complex structure J3 shows that M (A I, A2 , A3 ) is diffeomorphic to M (A 1, A2 , 0).

Applying it again, with respect to J2 , shows that M(A1 , A2 , 0) is diffeomorphic to

M(Al, 0, 0). 0

Now we notice that, if the condition of Theorem 3.2 or Theorem 3.3 holds, then

the hypothesis of the above proposition holds for a generic direction in IR? More

predsely:

Lemma 6.3. Suppose that we are given vectors 1LI, ... ,Ud generating Rn and el

ements Al, . . . ,Ad 0 f IR3 such that every n + 1 fiats Hk defined by (3.4) -(3.5) have

empty interseetion. Then for a generie eiernerd (a, b, c), a2 + b2 + c2 = 1, 01 the

2-sphere, every n + 1 of the hyperplanes {y E IRn; (y, Uk) = aAl + bA~ + CA~} have

empty intersection.

Proof. Suppose not. Then we can find a particular set of TI, +1 indices, say 1, ... ,n+
1, such that the set of (a, b, c), for which the corresponding hyperplanes intersect,

generates IR3
. Consider the 3-dimensional V subspace of IRn +1 spanned by vectors

Ai = (AL . .. ,A~+l)' i = 1,2,3. We can write Ai, i = 1,2,3, as a linear combination

of vectors vi E V, i = 1,2,3, such that the equations (y, Uk) = v~ have a common

solution Vi' The corresponding linear combinations of vcctors 1Ji give now a common

point of the flats Hk, k = 1, ... ,11, + 1, contradicting thc assuIllption. 0

Lemma 6.4. Let M(1!,!\) and M(1!, .!l') be two tone hyperkähler orbifolds such that

there is an element A of SO(3) with AAk = A~ for k = 1, ... ,d. Then M('J!,!\) and

M (!!, !\') are T n - equivariantly dijJeomorphic.

Proof. Consider an elCInent A E Sp(l) covering A. Thc right diagonal action of Ä
.on n=n:d luaps the zero-set of (3.3) to the zero-set of (3.3) with Ak replaced by Ale,
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k = 1, ... ,d. This Inap cOlnmutes with the action of T tl and induces the required

diffeomorphism. D

Proof of Theorem 6.1. Bccause of Proposition 6.2 anel Lemmata 6.3 and 6.4 we can

assurne that all Ak and A~ He on the X1-axis. Let U be the set of A1 = (Al, ... ,A~) E

lRd such that M(1!l~) is an orbifold, where Ak = (AL 0, 0). The complement of U is

the set of ",1 for which n + 1 of the hyperplanes

(6.1)

have nonempty intersectioll. We shall show first that the topology of M does not

change as long as we stay within a eonneeted component of U. In what follows we

will omit the superseript 1. If A and A' lie in the SUlne cOluponent of U, then there is a

homeomorphism h of IRn onto itself mapping each half-spaee {x E Rn; (x, Uk) ::::; Ak}

onto the corresponding half-spaee {X E IRn; (:c, Uk) ::::; A~} allel siInilarily for the

opposite half-spaces. We consider now, as in [GoI], thc homeolnorphism T between

lR~o x lR~o and lR x lR~o given by

(6.2)

which we extend diagonally to a homeomorphislTI, also denoted by T, between

(lR;:::o x lR;:::o)d and (IR x IR;:::O)d. Let V(~) bo the snbset IRd eonsisting of vec

tors P = (Pb'" ,Pd) such that there is an CL E Rn with Pk = (a, Uk) - Ak,

k = 1, ... ,d. Sinee the veetors Uk generate !Rn l the lllap V : V (~) --+ ]Rn send

ing P to a is a homeomorphism. We define sinlilarily V (~') and v'. Let us extend

the homeomorphisIllS h, V, v' to homeomorphisIllS h : }RH x (IR;::: 0)d --+ lRn x (lR;:::o)d,

V : V(~) X (lR;:::O)d --+ Rn X (lR;:::o)d and v' : V(~') X (lR~O)d --+ Rn X (lR~O)d

by putting the identity Inap on the seeond faetor. We obtain a homeomorphism

<1> between T- 1 (V(~) X (lR20 )d) and T- 1 (V(~') x (lR2:o)d) defined as the eompo

sition <I> = T- 1
0 (v') -1 0 h 0 v 0 T. Finally let us clenote by 7r the map from

(:d x (:d to (IR20 x IR;:::°)d given by 7r(z, w) = (IZll, IWI [, ... , IZd I, IWdl). Let us write

q> 07r = (<1>I, ••• ,<Pd) and eaeh <I>k, whieh takes values in lR>o x lR>o, as (<I>l, <I>~).- -
We can now define a hOlllcomorphism W between the O-level sct of (3.3) for ~ and

the O-level set of (3.3) for ~' by putting

This homeomorphism is Td-equivariant and induees a hOllleomorphism between

M(:g,~) and M(1!, ~').

We have now shown that as long as A does not, pass through a critical point, Le. a

point for which n+1 hyperplanes (6.1) have nonmTIpty intcrseetion, thcn the topology
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of M('1f,~) does not change. It rernains to show that it does not change even when

we pass through a critical point. Let A = (All'" ,Ad) be a critical point. We can

assurne that it is the hyperplanes Ht, ... ,Ht~+l that have a nonenlpty intersection.

Moreover, since we can get fronl one component of U to another in such a way that

we avoid intersections of codilnension 1 walls, we can assulnc that {Ht, ... ,H~+l}
is a maximal set of hyperplanes with nonempty intersection.

Let U_ (resp. U+) denotc the cOlnponent of U to which (Al - €, A2, ... ,Ad) belongs

for a small positive (resp. negative) €. It will be enough to show that the topology of

M does not change aB we pass from U_ to U+. Let 118 considcr an orbifold M(!f,~)

where ~ is obtained frOlll (Al, ... ,Ad) by replacing Al = (AL 0, 0) with (AL 82 , 83)

for small 82 ,03' Using Lemma 6.3 WB ean obtain a torie hyperkähler orbifold by

projecting ~ onto the subspaee IR(a, b, c) 0 IRd for generie slnall b, c and a elose to

1. Now we can llse Lemrna 6.4 to obtain an elclnent A(b, c) of lRd ~ IR(I, 0, 0) ® }Rd.

Moreover Proposition 6.2 and Lemma 6.4 show that the topology of corresponding

orbifolds does not depend on (b, c). Howevcr, by ehanging the signs of band c we

ean guarantee that for S0111e choices of (b, c) .-\(b, c) belongs to U_ while for other

ehoiees it belongs to U+. This proves Theorelll 6.1. 0

We shall now diseuss the hOlnotopy type of A1(.1f, ~). Beeause of Theorem 6.1 we

can assumc that the vectors Akare of thc fonn (Ak' 0, 0) .

In what follows we shall llse a similar argulnent to that of Goto (GoI]. We shall

eonsider the hyperplancs Hf defined by (6.1). These hyperplanes divide IRn into a

finite family of closed convex polyhedra, S0111e llubouuded. Let A bc the polyhedral

complex cOllsisting of all faces of all ditnensions of these polyhedra. We recail (Gr]

that a polyhedral COlllplcx is a family of polyheclra such that cvery face of a member

of A is itself a member of A and the interseetion of any two melnbers of A is a face of

each of them. We define the polyhedral (in fact polytopal) complex C to consist of all

bounded polyhedra in A. This complex is nonclllpty since, as the vectors Uk generate

Rn, C mnst contain a vertex eorresponding to the intcrsection of n hyperplanes H~.

We index the elements of C by some set I anel denote the polyhedra in C by 6. s ,

sEI. Finally, we denote by ICI the support UsEI D...'l of the eomplex.

Recail that eP = (ePl, eP2, eP3) : M -t Rn X IRn X Rn is the mOlnent map for the

action of T n on M. We define subsets V s of M by

(6.3) D s = fjJ-l (6. s , 0, 0) , sEI.

Tbe following result deseribes the topology of M (.1f, ~).

Theorem 6.5. Let M = MÜ~.,~) be a tone hYPcikähler orbifold, where ).,k 

(Al, 0, 0) JOi each k. Thcn:

(i) UsEI V s = eP- I(lCI, 0, 0) is a Tn-equivfLriant deformation ietract of M.
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(ii) Eaeh 'Ds is a Kähler subvariety 0/ (M, Jl,Wd, isotropie with respect to the

107m W2 + iW3 and invariant under the Tn-action.

(iii) E ach 'Ds is Tm wequivariantly isometrie and biholomorphic t 0 the torie vari

ety detennined by the polytope ß s , where Tm is the subtorus 0/ T n acting

effeetively on 'D8'

Frao/. Onee more we consider the homeomorphism T betwcen IR.~o xIR~o and RxIR~o

defined by (6.2). Let j t be the deformation luap of IR x IR;::: 0 clefined by j t (U, v) =
(u, tv). Then thc composite map )t = T- 1

0 jt 0 T is adeformation of IR;:::o x lR2:o,

Let us write )t(x, y) = (Jt(x, y), J~(x, y)). Now we define adeformation of C2 by the

map h : [0,1] X C2 ~ C2 where

and extend this diagollally to adefonnation of Cd x Cl. Wc observe that h is

Td-equivariant anel the luoment map (3.2) satisfies

for any t E [0,1] (recall that we are setting e2 = C3 = 0).

Therefore h prcserves the zero-set of (3.3). Since h is Td-equivariant, we obtain a

Tn-equivariant deformation of M. Moreover ho(M) = (cP2 + AcP3)-1(0), because

of (3.6) and the fact that b = (cP2 + A4>3)(Z, w).
We have llOW deformed M to (4)2 + A1>3)-1(O), which, by (3.6), corresponds to

the quotient by N of the set of (z, w, a) E ~ x ~ x IRn such that

(6.5) (k = 1, . .. ,d).

Let us recall Ollce more that a = 4> 1 (z, w). We clai111 that there is adeformation

map p : [0,1] x IRn ~ IRu, such that p(l, a) = a, thc luap a f---7 p(O, a) is a retraction

outo ICl = UsEI ß 8, and, if a lies on a hyperplane H ~, then ]J( t, a) lies on this

hyperplane for all t E [0,1]. To see this wc observe that thc cOlnplement of ICI =
UsEI ß 8 in an is a union of convex unbounded polyheclra !{i with non-empty interior

such that the intersection of auy two of thcnl will be a COllllllOll face (of positive

codimension) of each. Moreover each K i is line-free (if K i contains a line, spanned

by a vector v, then v is parallel to all hyperplanes H~ hence orthogonal to all Uk,

contradicting the assunlption that the vectors Uk span Rn). Therefore we can think

of cach K i as a convex polytopc P whose uniclue face at infinity Fo has been removed.

We can find adeformation retraction of K i = P - Fo auto the part of the boundary

consisting of bounded faces. Moreover we can assume that this deformation of P - Fa
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is an extension of any given deformation of 8P - Fa.

Therefore, by doing it first on the intersections of K/s and then extending to their

interiors, we can define the desired deformation map p.

For k = 1, ... ,d, put p~(a) = 2(P(t, a), Uk) - 2.-\1. We now define a Td-equivariant

deformation ft of the set given by (6.5):

(0,0) if Zk = Wk = 0,

(~z 0) if Zk =I 0,
ft(Zk, Wk) = %h k,

(0 ~w.) if Wk =j=. 0,, Wh k

and

ft(a) = p(t, a).

Observe that 1J1(!t(Z, w)) = p(t, a). The defonnation ft induees a TO-equivariant

deformation of (1J2 + A4Ja)-l(O) onto UsEI V s , proving part (i).

For (ii)-(iii) we observc, as in [GoI], that cach 7)H can be obtaincd as a Kählcr

quotient of a submanifold Us of C;d x e.t by the eonstruetion of section 2 for the

polytope ß s . The subnlanifold Vs is Kähler with respeet to Wl and isotropie with

respect to W2 + Awa, so all statements of (ii)-(iii) follow. 0

There is a very simple fonnula relating thc Betti nunlbers of a conlpact torie

orbifold to the eombinatorics of the corresponding eonvex polytope [Pu]. We would

like to give a similar fonnula for the Betti nurubers of toric hyperkähler orbifolds in

terms of the polytopal eoruplex C; however we have been able to do this only under

an additional assurnption on C.

Let us recall that if C is a polytopal complex and F E C, then the star st(F; C) of F

in C is the smallest subeoruplex of C eontaining' all thc rnenlbers of C which contain

F. The antistar ast(Fj C) of F in C is the subeorllplex of C consisting of al1 the

members of C not intersccting F. If ß is a eonvcx polytope, then wc deuote by C(ß)
the complex consisting of all faces of ß. We Illake thc following definition:

Definition 6.6. A polytopal complex C is star-collapsible if ther'c exists a filtration

o= Co C ... C Cr = C by subcomplexes such that, fOt any i ~ r, there is a polytope

ßi E Ci and a vertex Xi E ~i such that Ci - Ci - 1 = C(.6.d - ast(xii C(.6. i )).

Note that C is star-collapsible if we cau, starting with C, find at each stage a

vertex Xi of Ci belonging to only oue maxirual elelucnt ßi of Ci. We then obtain

Ci - 1 by replacing the subcomplex C(ßd with ast(:Di; C(ßd). Observe that if C is

connected and star-collapsible then ICi-11 is adefonnation rctract of ICi I for any

i ~ 2. Since IC1 1 is just a point, it follows that ICI is contractible.

If C satisfies this definition, we can give a [ormula für thc Betti numbers of our

orbifolds:
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Theorem 6.7. Let M = M (ll,}J be a torie hyperkähler orbifold sueh that the eor

responding polytopal eomplex C is star-eollapsible. Then Hj (M, Q) = 0 if j is odd

and

(6.6) b2k = dimH2k (M, Q) = f) _l)i-k (~) di ,

s==k

where di denotes the number 0/ i-dimensional elements 0/ the eomplex C. Equiva

lently, the Poincare polynomial PM(t) = ~ biti 0/ M is

n

(6.7) PM(t) = L dk(t2 _1)1.:.
k=O

In partieular the Euler eharaeteristie X(M) is PM( -1) = do, whieh is the number

01 vertiees 01 C. 0

Remark 6.8. For torie hyperkähler manifolds, H*(M, Z) has no torsion, so Theorem

6.7 teIls us the cohomology over the integers.

Remark 6.9. The formula for the Euler number is valid without any restrictions on

the eomplex C.

The proof of (a generalization of) TheoreIll 6.7 will be given in the Appendix.

It will be also shown there that for n = 2 the assulnption on thc complex C is

redundant.

Proposition 6.10. Formulas (6.6) and (6.7) hold for any torie hyperkähler orbifold

oj dimension jour or eight.

Example 6.11. Consider M(g,~) where Hk, Ak are as in Example 2.2. The poly

topes ß s of Theorem 6.5 are just two intervals with a eOlnnlon point. Hence the

deformation retraet of M('Q,~) given by this theoreln is thc union of two eopies of

Cp1 intersecting at a point. This retract is of course the exceptional divisor of the

resolution of C2 /Z3 •

Example 6.12. Suppose Uk, Ak are as in Example 2.3. Ir A3 > .-\2 + V2A4' then

ICI is the union of a trapezoid and an isoseeles right triangle intersecting along a

line segment (see Fig. 5). The deformation retract of M, given by Theorem 6.5, is

the union of Cp2 (the blowup of (]l'2 at one point) and Cp2, intersecting along the-exceptional divisor of CP2. We ca1culate, according to (6.6), b2 = b4 = 2.

If we move the hyperplane (x, U3) = A3 beyond the point of intersection of (x, U2) =
A2 and (x, U4) = A4 ( in other words A3 < A2 + V2A4), then ICI becomes the

union of two isoseeles right triangles meeting in a point (Fig. 6). Therefore the

deformation retract of M is now the union of two copies of Cp2 intersecting at a

point. Theorem 6.1 iInplies that the two varictics, i.c. Cp2 UECP2
, where E = Cpl

has self-intersection -1 in Cp2, and Cp2 V Cp2 are hOlnotopy eqllivalent.
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More generally we have (reeall that an arrangement of hypcrplanes is called simple

if no more than n of them have a nonempty intersection):

Corollary 6.13. Let a simple arrangement 01 hyperplanes (6.1) be !liven. Then the

homotopy type 01 the compact variety 01 Theorem 6.5(i) depends only on the vectors

Uk·

7. TORIC HYPERKÄHLER MANIFOLDS FROM POLYTOPES.

In this section we shall discuss the torie hyperkähler lllanifolds corresponding to a

convex polytope D.. in IRn. That is, we shall consider M (:!!,~) where :!! = (U1, ... ,Ud),

.!:\ = (Ab' .. ,Ad), Ak = (A~, 0,0) and D.. is thc interscction of half-spaces

(7.1) (k = 1, . . . ,rl).

as in §2. We shall always assume that D.. is simple, that is, there are precisely n

edges meeting at each vertex of D... In this situation we shall write Mli. for M(y" tJ.
It is useful to observe that with this choice of Ak, a collection of flats Hk intersect if

and only if the corresponding collection of hyperplanes Hf intersect.

We shall be particularly interested in the relation between Mli. and the Kähler torie

variety Xli. obtained by the construction of seetion 2. First of all we shall show

that the cotangent bundle of a toric Inanifold always carries a hyperkähler metric

(usually incomplete).

Theorem 7.1. Let Xli. be a smooth eompaet torie variety eorrcsponding to a

Delzant polytope .6... Then T· Xli. with its natural complex-sym,plectic structure is

Tn -equivariantly isomorphie to an open subset Uli. 01 the (1ls1lally singular) space

(Mli.' J1 , W2 + AW3)' 11 we identilY Uli. mith T* Xli., the hyperkähler metne 01 Mli.

restricted to the zero section ofT* Xli. is the Kähler 1netric on Xli. determined by ~.

Proof. Consider the open subset Y = Ci X Cl of lHId ~ et X Cd, where Ci is given

by (2.10). Now Y is a hyperkähler Td-invariant subillanifold of lHId so in particular

is N-invariant, where N denotes the torus of (2.5). Moreover the action of N on Y

is free, because it is free on Ci. Thercfore we can perform thc hyperkähler quotient

construction on Y and obtain a smooth manifold Uli. which is an open subset of Mli..

Note that Uli. is preserved by the T n action on Mli..

We want to identify Uli., the hyperkähler quotient of Y by N, with the complex

symplectic quotient of Y by ~ (with rcspect to the cOlllplex structure J1).

For this we have to show that every Ne orbit in the intersection of Y with

the zero-set of (3.3b) (where C2 = C3 = 0) llleets the zero-set of (3.3a). Let

(z, w) be in the zero-set of (3.3b), where z E Ci. Fronl thc proof of Theo

rem 5.1 we know that thc ilnage of the Ne-orbit of (z, w) under (3.3a) is S =
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{2:{i;Zi~O} tiC'ti - 2:{ijtui~O} siC'ti + cl; ti, Si > O}. We also know (Gu2] that the im

age under (2.6) is the set {2:{i;Zi#O} tiC'ti + Cl; ti > °}and that for z E Ci this set

is open. However, since z E C~, this last set contains 0, so S contains 0.

We have shown that (U6" Jd is the cOlnplcx-sYlnplectic quotient of Y by Ne,

and so is
{(z, 'W) E C2d

; 2::=1 (Zk'Wk)C'tk = 0, Z E C~}
Ne

The equation on top simply says that the vector 'W E T;Ci annihilates the vertical

tangent veetors of the projeetion Ci -+ Ci/Ne = X6,. This shows that (U6" J1 )

is biholomorphic to T* X6,. It is also clear that the sYlnplectie fornls are the same,

since thc form W2 + RW3 on T*Ci is just 2: dZk A rl'Wk. Thc statement about the

metries follows as in (iii) of Theorem 6.5. 0

The metric on T* X6, is complete precisely when U6, = M6,. However Dur next

result shows that this oceurs only when Xf.:,. is the produet of projective spaces.

Theorem 7.2. Let X 6, be a smoGth campaet torie variety as in 7.1. Then the

/ollowing eonditions are equivalent:

(i) Uf.:,.=Mf.:,.=T*Xf.:,.;

(ii) If some eollection 0/ hyperplanes containing (n - l)~dimensional faces 0/ ß

do not meet in ß, then they do not rneet outside ~;

(iii) X6, is the product 0/ projective spaces.

Proof. Observe that (ii) is equivalent to requiring that all vcrtiees (interseetions of

n hyperplanes) lie in ß. It is also clear froln Theorcill 6.5 or relnark after Theorem

3.1 that (ii) is necessary for (i). Let us show that it is sufficicnt.

Without loss of generality we ean assume that ß contains °in its interior, so a11 the

A~ must be negative. Now, J-LIl(O) cau be writtell as the set of (z, 'W) satisfying

It fo11ows that if (z, 'W) E J-LI l (0), then z lies in (J-L~) -1 (0) where J-L~ is the moment

map (2.6) with a different choice of c. Hence z belongs to ci, where t::,.' is the

intersection of half-spaces (7.1) with Al of possibly larger absolute value (note that

(ii) implies that t::,.' is Delzant). Condition (ii) also shows that in fact z E Ci,
Hence thc hyperkähler quotient of lliId by N is the sanlC as the hyperkähler quotient

of Y = C~ x ~ by N. The proof of Theorern 7.1 now shows that U6 = M6.

The implication (iii) => (ii) is obvious. Let us now show the converse. As usual,

we denote by Uki the vectors defining~. We consider the fan :F corrcsponding to

the polytope t::,. and defined at the end of section 2. Condition (ii) implies that for
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any independent set of vectors {Uk 1 , ••• ,Uk~} thc cone {I: tiUk j ti 2: O} belongs to

F. Indeed, since the vectors are independent, the hypcrplanes orthogonal to them

fiUSt intersect, so by (ii) they intersect in ~.

Prom this two facts folIow: 1) any vector in RU can be written uniquely as L: tiuk,

with ti > 0 and Uk 1 , ••• ,Uk~ linearly independent; 2) if 6,' is another Delzant poly

tope, then there are no nontrivial equivariant birational IllorphisluS X6, -t X6,I. For

1) notice that if a vector could be written thus in two ways, thcn then the cones

spanned by the two sets of Uki would intersect in their interior, contradicting the

definition of the fan. For 2) we first recall rOd] that such a Iuorphism corresponds

to removing a number of (TL - 1)-dimensional walls in <;ones of the fan F of X 6, to

obtain the fan F' of X6,I. Consider an n-dimensional cone a in F' that is not in F.

If a is a cone over a simplex, then thc vectors gcnerating (J are linearly independent

and we get a contradiction as a f/: F. If a has luore than n generating vectors,

then taking two independent n-element sets such that the cones spanned by them

have n-dimensional intersection we obtain a contradiction with the fact that the

intersection of two cones in F is a face of each of theIn.

We appeal now to Reid's version [Re] of Mori's theory for projcctive toric varieties

(see also the exposition in rOd]). We can conclude froln fact 2) above, and Corollary

2.28(1) and Theoreln 2.27(2) in rOd], that !Ru = I: Vi where each Vi is a vector space

of positive dimension and each I-dimensional cone of :F lies in sOlne Vi, Moreover,

each Vi is spanned by thc cones it contains. (In Oda's tcrminology, the Vi are the

spaces 7r+(R) where R ranges over the extrenlal rays of NE(Xf:1)). We denote by

:Fi the restriction of F to Vi, that is, the cones of F i are precisely the cones of

:F contained in Vi, Now Corollary 2.6 of [Re] shows that each F i is a fan of a

projective space of an appropriate dimension. It remains to show that the sum L: Vi
is direct. Suppose that thc surn VI + ... + V" is direct and that Vs+1 intersects

EB~ Vi nontrivially. If v lies in the intersection, then, bccause of the definition of the

spaces Vi, it can be written as L: tiuki with ti > 0, Ukj E EB~ Vi and also as L: SjUl j

with Sj > 0, Ul j E V8+b where the Uki and thc Ul j are linearly independent. By

fact 1) the two sets {Uki} and {Ul j } are equal and the vectors Ukj must belong to

both EB~ Vi and to V8+1. The vector -Uk t also belongs to both EB~ Vi and to V8+1.

Moreover, since thc fan F 8 +1 is the fan of a projectivc space, -Uk1 belongs to the

open cone in .1"8+1 generatcd by all I-diInensional cones of F 8 +1 except Uk 1 and so

it can be written as their combination with all coefficients positive. Repeating the

previous argument with v = -Ukl shows that alll-diInensional cones of F 8 +1 belong

to EB~ Vi and so ~+1 C EB~ Vi, In fact we havc shown that any I-dimensional cone

of F8 +1 is aI-dimensional cone of some Fi , i ::; 8. However, each of these fans is the

fan of a projectivc space, and the only way that all generators of a fan of a projective

space can He among generators of fans of other projective spaces lying in a direct
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sum of the relevant vector spaces is when F.'I+1 is equal to :Fi , for some i ~ s. Such

arepetition does not alter the conclusion that F is the fan of a produet of projective

spaces. 0

We can also ask when Mi:1 is smooth. This is eqllivalent to asking whether the

hyperkähler metric on T* Xi:1 can be smoothly eonlpleted. Delzant's work shows

that the torie variety Xi:1 obtained by the construction of scetion 2 is SlllOOth if

and only if whenever n of thc defining hyperplanes rncet at a vertex of the simple

polytope .6., the corresponding vectors Ui farIn a Z-basis of zn. This condition is

not, however, sufficient for Mt!,. to be smooth. Indeed, Theorelll 3.2 requires that the

Delzant eondition holds at any intersection of n hyperplanes even if the interseetion

is outside ~. In particular each of the varieties V s of Theorem 6.5 lllust be smooth.

Proposition 7.3. Let X be a smooth projective tone variety 0/ complex dimension

n. Then the /ollowing statements are equivalent;

(i) X cames a T n -invariant K ähler metne such that, i/.6. denotes the corre

sponding Delzant polytope, then Mt!, is smooth.

(ii) every set 0/n independent generators 'lLi 0/ the fan 0/X is a Z-basis 0/zn. D

Proof. The above discussion shows that (i) iJnplics (ii). As X is projective and

torie it ean be embedded equivariantly in projective space so adnlits a Tn-invariant

Kähler metric, so can be obtained from thc Delzant construction. As in Remark

3.4, by adjusting Ai we can choose an invariant Kählcr llletric on X so that no n + 1

Rats intersect. Condition (ii), together with the argulnent at the beginning of 3.2,

now shows that the condition of 3.2 holds, so Mi:1 is slnooth. D

Remark 7.4. On the other hand, every smooth projective toric variety carries a Tn_

invariant Kähler metric such that Mi:1 is an orbifold, i.c. the hyperkähler metric on

T+ X i:1 can be completed with at most abelian quotient singularities. This follows

from Remark 3.4.

Condition (ii) of Proposition 7.3 is rather restrictive. Let us choose an n

dimensional cone of F l which we can take to be generatecl by vectors ei l (i =
1, ... ,n). Then any other generator 'lLi of F IUUst havc coordinates in {-I, 0, I}. In

particular the number of I-diInensional cones of F is bounded by 3n
- 2 (we exclude

the zero vector and el + ... + en ) and so there only finitely lnany such varieties in

each dimension.

When n = 2, Proposition 7.3 quickly leads to a eIassification.

Proposition 7.5. Let X be a smooth compact toric variety 0/ complex dimension

2 satisfying assumption (ii) 0/ Proposition 7.3. Then X is one 0/ the /ollowing:

Cp2, Cpl X Cpl, the equivariant blow-up of one 0/ these spaces at a point, or

the equivariant blow-up 0/ Cpl x Cpl at two points not lying in the closure 0/ a

I-dimensional orbit. 0
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8. KÄHLER POTENTIALS
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Guillemin has derived a formula for thc Kähler fonn of a toric variety in terms of

the associated polytope [Gu1]. We sha11 now find a11 expression in terms of 1!, ~ for

the Kähler form, say Wl, on the hyperkählcr lnanifold M(1!, ~).

The Kähler form W (and so the nletric) of a Kähler Inanifold X is locally deter

rnined by a Kähler potential, a real~valued function K locally defined on X such

that 2i8aK = w. In general, finding the Kähler potential of a hyperkähler manifold

is a complicated probleIn. It is simpler, however, if the hyperkähler metric on M

admits a description in tenns of the Legendre transfornl [HKLR]. In hyperkähler

geometry the term "Legendre transform" refers to the construction of the twistor

space of a hyperkähler manifold via a complex sympiectolllorphism.

This construction has a particularly simple description when the 4n-dimensional

hyperkähler manifold M admits a free Halniltonian action of an n-dimensional

abelian group G preserving the hyperkähler structure. Then M described as a

principal G-bundle over an open subset of Rn ® IR.3 where the projection is just the

moment map 1> = (1)1, 1>2,1>3) : M -1 Rn ® IR.3. Since the 6rrouP action preserves the

hyperkähler structure, the Kähler potential with rcspect to any complex structure

does not depend on the fiber coordinate. It is convenicnt to introduce the map

7f = (21)1,1>2 + A1>3) : M -1lR.
n

X cn.
Thc following theorem holds (as in the rest of this paper, we are not using the

summation convention):

Theorem 8.1 [LR,HKLR]. In the above situation the Kähler potential for the

fonn Wl on M is

(8.1)
(

n DF)
K = 1T* F - L Si 8s'

i=l S

where F = F (Si, Vi, ih) 1,s a real~valued function on JRn X cn satisfying the linear

equations

(8.2)

o
An equivalent characterization of F is that it is given by a contour integral in an

auxiliary variable (:

F=Re ~ 1 (12 H (11,()d(
27r -1 Je

where 1] : Rn X cn -1 Cn , is defined by 1]i = Vi - (Si - (2 Vi . Here H is the complex

Hamiltonian used to construct the twistor spacc.

Our manifolds fall into this dass of exalllpies with G = T n , provided we restriet

to an open dense subset.
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Example 8.2. Consider the open subset of lHItl on which the diagonal action of thc

torus T d is free. We have [LR,HKLR]

1 d
H (1]1, . . . ,1]d, () = 4L 1]i In 11i

i=1

and

(8.3)
1 d

F(s, v, v) = 4" L (Ti - Si ln(si + rd),
i=1

where rr = sr + 4ViVi· Here Vi, Si are related to our standard coordinates Zi, Wi by

Vi = ZiWi and Si = IZi 1
2

- IWi 1
2

. The Kähler potential is given by K = -! L: rio

We now want to ca1culate the Kähler potential for thc form Wl on our hyperkähler

quotient M = MC~.,~) (or lllore precisely on the open clense subset where Tn acts

freely). Our metric was given as the hyperkähler quotient of the metric of Example

8.2 by some subtorus of T d . In the coordinates Si, Vi, thc equations definining thc

zero-set of the 1110luent rnap (3.3) become linear:

(8.4a)

(8.4b)

d

L(Sk + 2Ak)ak = 0,
k=l

d

L(Vk + A~ + H.x%)ak = O.
k=1

The function F given by (8.3) restriets to the ftats defined by (8.4), and gives the

Kähler potential on M via formula (8.1) [HKLR, section 2(C)). Therefore all that

remains to be done is to express this restrictecl function in terms of the coordinates

(a, b) = (4)1 (m), (4)2 + H1J3)(m)), where (1Jr, 4>2, cP3) is the hyperkähler moment

map for the action of T tl on M.

Let m E M, and suppose that the image of m in IRd x et is a point (s 1 v) satisfying

(8.4). Using (3.6) we obtain:

(8.5)

and so we havc the function F for (M, wd. We calculate the Kähler potential

according to (8.1) anel 0 btain
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where at the last step we use the equation

27

This gives the next theoreln, in which 1r : M ---1- Rn X (;Tl is the projection defined

above, and 81 is the Dolbeault operator corrcsponding to thc cOlnplex structure J1 .

Theorem 8.3. On the open dense subset wherc the action ofTn is free, the Kähler

form Wl on the tone hyperkählcr manifold M = M(ll,~) is given by:

(8.6)

where Sk and Vk are given by (8.5) and r~ = s~ + 4VkVk. 0

In the situation of Theoreln 7.1, restricting (8.6) to Uti. and then to X ti. , that is,

the subset of U6 where VI = ... = Vd = 0, gives the fornlula of Guillemin [Gu1] for

the Kähler form of thc toric variety X ti. .

9. THE METRIC AND GENERALIZED MONOPOLES

Pedersen and Poon [PP] have given an explicit formula for the metric of a hy

perkähler 4n-manifold M with a free action of T n preserving the hyperkähler struc

ture. Using the coordinate system ai, bi ) thcy find that if F is the function of

Theorem 8.1 for M, then by putting

(9.1)

we obtain a solution to the gcneralized Bogonlolny equations with gauge group T n .

We call such a solution a monopole. More precisely, we can dcfine a pair (A, <p) by

putting A = (Ab' .. ,An) and <I> = (<PI, ... ,<Pu) where <I>i = (WH, ... ,Win)' Then

A is a I-form on IR3 @ Rn with values in Rn and «Pi are Riggs fields IR3 @ Rn ~ Rn.

If we put wJ = aj, w] = Re bj , wj = Im bj , thcn (A, cI» satisfy the linear system of

PDEs

(9.2)
R n f3 = " €oß'Y\lW "! iJ) jWjWj ~ ,

'Y

V'wf <1>j = V'w~ <Pi ,
]

where € is the alternating symbol, V' = d+A is a connection on the triviallRn bundle

over R3 0 Rn and R is its curvature.

The hyperkähler Inctric 9 on M is given by
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(9.3) 9 = - L [cI>ij(daidaj + dbidb j ) + <I>i~/(dYi + Ai)(d;/}j + Aj )] ,
i,j

where dYi = A(81Fui - 81FuJ are the fiber coordinates given by Killing veetor

fields corresponding to the action of T n .

We shall now find the monopole eorresponding to the Illetric on the torie

hyperkähler manifold M = M('.!!, ~). We have to calculatc partial derivatives

FUiUj 1 FUibj ' FaJ)j where F is given by (8.3) and (8.5). Wc havc

d 8F 8sk 1 d
FUi = "-8-8 = -- "ln(sk + 1'k)(Uk)ilL..J Sk ai 2 L..J

k=l k=l

and then

(9.5)

(9.6)

(9.7)

and

d
F _ = _ " Vk('lLk)j(Uk)i .

Ui~ ~ (Sk + Tk)Tk
k=l

Trus gives us thc monopole and therefore the following explieit formula for the metrie

on M in terms of the IllOIllent map.

Theorem 9.1. On the open dense subset where the action 01 T n is Iree, the hy

perkähler metric 9 on M is given by (9.3), whcre

and a~j are infinitesimal isometries given by

o
Once more, in the situation of Theorem 7.1 restricting to Vk = 0 gives a formula

for the Kähler Illetric on the toric variety X 6. ;

9 = - L [<I>ijdaidaj + cI>;;t dYidYj] .
i,j
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ApPENDIX: COHOMOLOGY OF VARIETIES WITH

AN EQUIVARIANT TORIC DECOMPOSITION.

29

Let X be a compact eomplex variety. We say that X admits an equivariant torie

deeolnposition if X is a union of compact toric varieties X 1, ... ,Xs , such that, for

any I C {I, ... ,s}, the interseetion niEI Xi is an invariant torie subvariety of each

Xi, i E I. In other words X is the support of a. conlplex of torie varieties. We shall

assume that a11 the Xi COlne fronl the Delzant construction.

We ean associate to a variety X with such a decolnposition a polytopal complex

C(X) in some Euelidean space ]RN as follows. For each I C {I, ... ,s} we define

a polytope /J;.I, isollletric to a polytope detennining niEI Xi, in such a way that

f:::.. I = niEI f:::..{i}·
What matters here is that the natural map 4> : X -t 1C(X) I maps closures of orbits

in X to elements of C in a one-to-one fashion. Conversely, to any polytopal eomplex

C we ean assoeiate a compact complex variety X (C) achnitting an equivariant torie

decomposition.

An example of such an X is the deformation retract of M(.:g,~) produced in

Theoreln 6.5 (i). Theorem 6.7 thcrefore fo11ows iInmediately fronl the next theorem.

Theorem 10.1. Let X be a cornpact complex variety adm,itting an equivariant tone

decomposition into tone orbi/olds such that the associated polyhedral complex C(X)
is star-collapsible. Then the Poincare polyn01nial Px(t) = I:i diInHi(X, Q)t i 0/ X

zs
n

(10.1) Px (t) = :E dk (t 2
- l)k.

k=O

where di denotes the number 0/ i-dimensional elements 0/ the complex C(X).

Remarks. (i) The Betti numbers of X are then given by (6.6).

(ii) Onee more, if X has a decomposition into toric 1nani/olds, then the integer

cohomology has 00 torsion.

(iii) Without the assumption of star-eollapsibility Theorem 10.1 may faH; for

example, eonsider the union of three copies of Cp1 joined togcther so as to form a

ring. Observe that this partieular example will not arise as the deformation retract

of one of our torie hyperkähler manifolds.

As a first step in thc proof of 10.1, we let 0 = Co C ... C Cf' = C(X) be the

filtration given by Definition 6.4 and let 0 = Zn C ... C Zr = X be the filtration of

X by elosed subvarieties defined by

(10.2)

where 4> X -t IC(X)I is the natural map.

4>-1 (f:::.. i - last(Xi; C(ßd)l) for some ßi E Ci and Xi E ßi.
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Lemma 10.2. Let Y be a eompaet tone K ähle7' orbifold mith an assoeiated moment

map fjJ onto a polytope ß in IRn. /f x is avertex 0/ ß, then rP- 1 (ß - last(x; ß)l) is

biholomorphie to cn /r /or some finite group r.

Proo/. In the terminology of fans rP- 1 (ß-Iast(x; ß) I) is Cl. torie variety corresponding

to a maximal conc. As ß is sünple this cone is sinlplicial and thc result follows from

[Fu;p.34]. 0

We can now apply the following result.

Lemma 10.3. Let X be a eompaet eomplex variety ad1nitting a filtration by closed

subvarieties 0 = Zo C ... C Zr = X such that, for any i ::; r, Zi - Zi-l is homeo

morphic to cm i /ri /or some integer ffii and sorr~e finite group r i aeting linearlyon

cm i
. Then dimHq(X, Q) = #{i : dimR(Zi - Zi-l) = q}. Purtherrnore, i/ each r i

is trivial, then the integer eohomology 0/ X ha.5 no torsion.

Proo/. For any i, we have thc long exact sequcnce

where the cohomology ean be taken over the rationals or integers.

Now, Hg (cm i /ri, Q) is 0 if q =I- 2mi and is Q if q = 2nl'i (to see this eonsider the

above long exact sequence with Zi replaeed by thc conc ([0,1] X (S2mi -l /r i ))/({O} X

(S2mi -l/ri )) and Zi-l replaced by the lens space S2mj -l/r i ). Observe also that

Zl, being closed, is a single point. It folIows, by induction, that thc odd cohomology

of each Zi vanishes and hence the sequence splits off at each evcn level. Again by

induction, we can show the formula for the cvcn Betti numbers. If r i is trivial,

then our statement about Hg(cmi /rd is truc with Z rcplacing Q, which proves the

second assertion of the lemlna. 0

Example 10.4. Let X be a compact torie Kähler orbifold with an associated mo

ment map fjJ onto a polytopc ß in IRn
. Let T be a dense 1-paralneter subgroup of

the torus T n and let rPT be the induced monlcnt map for the action of T. The only

critical points of rPT are thc fixed points Xl, ... ,.'Er of T H
• Moreovcr l if Wi is the set

of points whose path of steepest descent for rPT ends up in Xi, then W i I'"V cm i /r i ,

and (after renumbering of thc Xi) thc filtration given by Zi = W1 U ... U Wi satisfies

the conditions of Lemma 10.3. This is an cxample of the plus decomposition of

Bialynicki-Birula [BB] [Ki2].

Lemma 10.2 shows that if X satisfies the hypotheses of 10.1 then it has a filtration

of the kind considered in 10.3. Wc ean now finish the proof of Theorem 10.1 by

induction on the length r of the filtration of X. As renutrked above, Zl is a point.

Moreover, each Zi is a variety with an equivariallt torie decomposition, since it is a

union of orbits of tori and it is closed. Therefore we can assunle that the statement
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holds for Zr-I. Let Zr - Zr-l = cP- 1 (ß - last(x; ß)I) and let dimß = m. By

lemlnas 10.2 and 10.3, bq(Zr) = bq(Zr-l) for q i- 27n and b2m (Zr) = b2m (Zr-l) + l.

On the other hand, the number dk of k-dinlcnsional faccs of C(Zr) satisfies dk -
ct;;-l + ( 7). Hence

t dk(t 2
- l)k = t d'~-l (t 2

- l)k + f: (7) (t 2
- l)k = t cr,;-l (t 2

- l)k + t 2m
,

k=O k=O k=O k=O

whieh proves the formula for thc Poineare polynomial of Zf" 0

Finally let us prove Proposition 6.10. If n = 1 the polytopal eomplex C corre

sponding to a siInple arrangement of hyperplanes consists of a finite union of inter

vals in lR, so it is elear that C is star-eollapsible. For n = 2, sinee C has contractible

support in this case, the result follows from the next proposition.

Proposition 10.5. Let C be the polytopal cornplex corrcsponding to a simple ar

rangement 0/ lines in]R2 and let C' be a subcornplex 0/ C with contmctible support.

Then C' is star- collapsible.

Proof. The statement will follow if we cao show that any such C' has a free vertex,

that is, a vertex belonging to only one maxirnal element of C'. For we cau then

take this vertex to be X r and the maximal elcrnent eontaining it to be ß r . Then

C~_l = (C' - C(ß r )) uast(X f ·; ß r ) is still a SUbcoluplex of C with eontractible support.

By repeating we can obtain the desired filtration.

Suppose that C' does not have a free vertex. This in particular implies that each

vertex belongs to at least two edges. Thereforc, if we walle along IC'I, choosing at

each vertex the rightmost edge different fr0111 the oue that we arrived on, we will

never stop. We ean start the walk at a vertex of the convex hull of jC'!, and ehoose

the initial step to be rightwards, viewed from the outside of IC'I.
Since the number of vertices is finite we 111USt 111ake a loop during our walk, Le.

there will be a sequence of vertices Xl, ... ,X fl , :Cn+l = Xl' Let L be a minimalloop,

Le. for 1 ~ i < j ~ n, Xi i- Xj' Since IC'1 is contraetible, thc interior of L roust

be in IC'I and so every vertex Xi of L is a vcrtex of a 2-dilnensional element of C'.

Now, let xp, p =j:. 1, be a vertex of L at whieh the loop turns to the left. Le. the

angle between the incolning and outgoing edge is positive. Such a point exists since

we get back to Xl. Suppose that x p belongs to two Inaxilnal elements. Then, since

IC' I lies to the left of L near xp (as we always chose the right-11lost edge during our

walk), there must be three lines meeting at x p which eontradicts the simplieity of

thc line arrangement. 0
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